Human cerebral potentials evoked by moving dynamic random dot stereograms.
In 11 normal healthy human subjects an evoked potential was elicited by moving dynamic random dot stereograms. The random dots were generated by a minicomputer. An average of each of 8 EEG channels of the subjects tested was made. The maximum of the cerebral evoked potentials thus found was localized in the central and parietal region. No response earlier than 130--150 msec after the stimulus could be proved. The influence of fixation, the number of dots provided, an interocular interstimulus interval in the presentation of the dots, and lense accommodation movements on the evoked stereoptic potentials was investigated and discussed. An interocular interstimulus interval (left eye leading) in the presentation of the dots caused an increase in latency of the response much longer than the imposed interstimulus interval itself. It was shown that no accommodation was needed to perceive the depth impression, and to evoke the cerebral response with random dot stereograms. There are indications of an asymmetry between the two hemispheres in the handling of depth perception after 250 msec. The potential distribution of the evoked potentials strongly suggests that they are not generated in the occipital region.